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Abstract__ The Composite Web Service Selection (CWSS) raises the challenging problem in selecting optimal web services. The copious collection of composite services makes the difficult selection process. WSS is an important part of web service composition and the process of selecting optimal services based on the user query has the direct influence on the Quality of Service (QoS). Hence, the optimal selection of composite service turns out to be an NP-hard problem. Inoder to tackle the NP-hard problem many Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are applied. Since, it achieves a tremendous success by making use of the random decisions in different modules. The applications of EA’s are computational biology, Engineering, logistics and telecommunications. The EAs such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony System (ACS), Bee Algorithm (BA), Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO), Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) and Firefly Algorithm (FA) works effectively on optimization problems. The benefits of EA over traditional local search methods, when search spaces are highly multimodal, discontinuous, or highly constrained. Despite its benefits, EAs tend to performs poor in situation such as Cartesian product of two more large problems and subspaces interaction problem. Inoder to avoid those difficulties in EAs the researches done the natural extension of EAs called co-evolution and co-operation. The naturally inspired co-evolutionary co-operative SFLA (CCSFLA) is applied to enhance the composite service selection. So we proposed the CCSFLA for CWSS problem to enhance an optimal selection. The other EAs are tested under multimodal optimization test functions, the simulation results shows that CCSFLA approach significantly outperforms the existing method. Keywords__ Composite Web service Selection; Coevolutionary Co-operative SFLA; Optimization; QoS factors; Evolutionary algorithms



I. INTRODUCTION In modernistic internet profession, many web services are created and utilized based on the user requirements. Some users give request for single service and others who needs more services can be in demand. Inoder to satisfy the users, the collection of atomic services are combined and created as new composite services are called service composition. Nowadays, the Web service provides the same functional with different non-functional characteristics only can satisfy the user’s requirement. The Web service selection mechanism is the process of selecting single or composite services. The selection



mechanism utilizes the service framework and service classes from the other related service. Under the user requirements, the services with same functional characterististics and different non-functional characteristics are combined to make the optimal performance [1]. The composition of web services consisting of many atomic web services, while selecting, the services has to address multiple service providers. In order to provide the seamless service from the encapsulated services an efficient selection mechanism is required. The optimization models can reach the optimum solution, optimizing real life problems is a challenging task, because of their big domain. Finding exact solutions to these problems turn out to be NP-hard problem with large number of services. To overcome these problems, researchers have proposed evolutionary based algorithms for searching near optimum solutions to problems [2], [3], [4]. GA was applied to WSS problem, due to the weakness of prematurity; it falls into the local minima. The relation matrix coding is presented; it is based on the characters of the web service selection. It can simultaneously represent all the paths of the service selection, re-planning and cyclic paths. The web service composition has many scenarios such as probabilistic invocation, sequential activation and so on. The relation matrix coding scheme can not express all the scenarios at a time. So the diversity control with Simulated Annealing [SA] was applied to improve the local minima problem by holding the diverse factors among the individuals. It presents the diversity of population between the current population and existing population based on fitness value [5]. In service selection, binary strings of chromosome were proposed and every gene in the chromosome represented as candidates who provide service with values of 0 and 1.By increasing the genes, chromosomes also gets increased and thus gives more service candidate or web service clusters. Gene expression makes difficult in representing the high dimensional classification [6]. It applies a modified GA called an immune algorithm. It results in higher priority with the higher fitness and lower priority with lower fitness of the individual. In order to calculate the selection probability a hamming distance is taken between the common individual and the one which has the best fitness value was used as a main criterion. This satisfies the global optimum without falls into local minima In order to maintain the normal population diversity during the GA’s operation a fuzzy controller is used to



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 02 Issue: 02, June 2011 change the crossover as well as mutation rate by using population diversity measurements. PSO was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995[7]. It is inspired by the social behavior of flock of migrating birds trying to reach an unknown destination. Each bird looks in a specific direction, and then when communicating together, they identify the bird that is in the best location. Accordingly, each bird using speeds towards the best bird using a velocity [6]. PSO is the process of involving both intelligence and interaction as well does the local search efficiently by their intelligence. PSO was applied to WSS, it efficiently does the local search, but it takes more iteration time to do the global search. By applying the QoS scheduling algorithm it dynamically selects the composite service. In PSO, the web service composition itself is carried in dynamic way to support the distributed systems. PSO satisfies the local optimization but it is hard to express the robustness because if its iteration ability. Inoder to reduce the iteration the operators such as crossover and mutation of GA are mix with PSO for a better solution. Thus it estimates the best route to achieve QoS service and also provides the position and the velocity of the services [7]. ACS is similar to PSO, it is developed by Marco Dorgio in 1992[6], it is not based on genetics instead it is based on the facts that ants are able to find the shortest route between their nest and a source of food. By using Pheromone it finds the direction to communicate. For selecting a service it has to update after iteration each and every time and the next iteration starts by changing the ant’s path. The ACS was applied for QoS-Aware WSS problem, the web service composition graph are used to find the optimal path. The ant update the amount of pheromone for each time for local search, again the amount of pheromone was updated for global search. In the algorithm, ants should be guided by both heuristic and pheromone. An edge with the higher amount of pheromone will have more chance to choose the best path. The state transition rule, the ant clone rule, the global updating rule and local updating rule are the important key factors for selecting the composite selection. It is not suitable for continuous optimization and thus is not providing good results comparing with the other evolutionary algorithms [8]. In E-business process, the cooperative co- evolutionary approach was applied to automate the negotiation. Oliver in 1997 proposed the co-evolutionary approach to automate the negotiation mechanism [9]. The cooperative approach was applied with various techniques but it does not produce good results. The other techniques such as game theory, Pareto efficiency, idea of equilibrium, utility in multi-issue situation. These techniques are more efficient for negotiation process. The heuristic approach called GA was applied; the heuristic GA was introduced by J.Holland in 1975 for optimization problem [10]. It was developed based on the Darwinian principle of the ‘survival of the fittest’ and the natural process of evolution through reproduction. It has the ability to reach near optimum solution for large problems. Despite their benefits, it takes long processing time to reach the near optimum solution [11]. In order to improve GA for automated negotiation process, it was cooperated with the game theory mechanism called “No- Fear-of- Deviation (NFD)”. Game



theory works on cooperatively on finding solutions. The application of GA is to explore the possible solutions for negotiation and NFD is to distribute the payoffs and find an optimized point. The two efficient techniques cooperatively exchange information internally by means of payoffmatirx scheme, generated by the co evolutionary approach. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we discuss about the motive reason for applying the Co-operative and Co-evolutionary algorithms, CCSFLA for CWSS. In section III we discuss about the CWSS problem, proposed CCSFLA for CWSS and the comparison of GA, ACO, PSO, MA, SFLA and CCSFLA. In Section IV we discuss about the simulation results and conclusion. II. MOTIVE REASONS FOR APPLICATION OF CO-OPERATIVE AND CO-EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS A. Evolutionary Algorithm Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search methods that mimic the natural and social behavior of animals and species. It is biologically inspired by the notion of Darwinian Principle. The advantages over evolutionary algorithms are they work on a set of solutions at a time instead of a single solution and thus facilitate them to search the whole space of the problem [12]. The main difference between evolutionary algorithms and other optimization algorithms are EA’s work at each step with a set of solutions called population. This population produces a set of solutions called the offspring by doing an evolution process called crossover and mutation. A new population is created by selecting the individuals from parent and offspring population as a result of fitness function. In each search it produces a positive probability; the positive result can be continued in the next process depending upon the current solution and the neighborhood search process. In complex optimization problem EA seems to b a good heuristic approach to obtain optimal results. The applications of EA’s are computational biology, Engineering, logistics and telecommunications. EAs such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Bee Algorithm (BA) and Firefly Algorithm (FA) works effectively on optimization problems. Despite its great benefits, EAs tend to performs poor in situation such as Cartesian product of two more large problems and subspaces interaction problem. EAs often have difficulties when no domain-specific modifications are made help direct the search. Inoder to avoid those difficulties in EAs the researches done the natural extension of EAs called co-evolution. Co-evolutionary algorithms have a lot of advantages over normal EA, in terms of addressing the above mentioned problem [13] B.



Co-evolutionary algorithm Co-evolutionary algorithm can be defined as a copious collection of EAs [13]. It addresses only the subjective fitness function The fitness of an individual depends on the influence on other. If an individual try to reach the solution, then it is not possible, the other can



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 02 Issue: 02, June 2011 determine the inability to reach the solution by making use adaptive changing and interaction between them. Individuals of two or more applied in search space makes better understanding in searching and selecting the best solution. It results in solving complex applications in an elite manner. The optimization applications such as complete sorting network, co-evolution of maximal arguments for complex functions and machine learning applications. Those applications experienced the coevolutionary algorithms can dynamically structure for solving a problem. In co-evolutionary methods each individuals can interact but there is no cooperation between them. Two or more algorithms works together towards the objective function, it greatly increases the performance based on the competition. In order to avoid the deficiency in traditional EAs and co-evolutionary algorithms the cooperative nature is improved [13]. C.



Co-operative algorithm In co-operative algorithm, each population is represented as a part of larger problem and the population evolves their own part in interaction with each other to solve the lager problem. Each individuals are encouraged when they work together in order to produce best results. In case of bad performance both can produce inefficient results. For evolution, the collaborators from each technique are combined with each individual from population to form a complete solution. If the iteration exceeds, then terminating criteria would be taken. Since collaborators are very important in co-operative algorithm to have the best performance. Collaborators are considered for random selection and best solution from the last evaluation [13]. The previous solutions are considered for current process.



D. Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm SFLA is a hybrid algorithm. It combines the benefits of a gene based Memetic algorithm (MA) and social behavior based PSO [14]. MA is a combination of EA with one or more local search technique within it evolutionary cycle. It is based on the concept meme, which indicates a part of cultural evolution. It has been more efficient and effective in finding higher quality solutions, while applying to different optimization problems [15].The embracing applications of MA are spacecraft trajectory design, frequency allocation, multiperiod network design, degree constrained minimum spanning tree, vehicle routing etc.,[16]. MA and GA both are EA’s; GA has been applied to optimization and web service selection problems. The premature convergence of GA results in incapable of searching in a high dimensional domain [17]. MA is an extension of traditional GA; it reduces the premature convergence in local search itself. Genes are similar to memes; genes hold a set of values for optimization [11]. Memes automatically improves itself by holding the ideas or information. Memes represents it current position and compares with its objective function so as to improve its position towards goal [18]. PSO is an evolutionary algorithm in which individual solutions are called Particle.



It does not create gene or meme instead of that it follows the social behavior to reach the destination. The SFLA algorithm contains process of local search and global information exchange [11]. E. Co-evolutionary Co-operative SFLA SFLA is a combination of MA and PSO. MA is an extension of traditional GA; it reduces the premature convergence in local search itself. Genes are similar to memes; genes hold a set of values for optimization [11]. Memes automatically improves itself by holding the ideas or information. Memes represents it current position and compares with its objective function so as to improve its position towards goal [18]. PSO works better in local search, it takes more iteration time .Inoder to reduce the iteration the operators such as crossover and mutation of MA are mix with PSO for a better solution. Thus it estimates the best route to achieve QoS service and also provides the position and the velocity of the services. The experienced MA operation is combined with PSO operation can gives better results. The collection of two evolutionary algorithms works cooperatively, the crossover and mutation operations of MA are used to produce best results and the particle velocity of PSO is to update the position of best solution. The particles of PSO and the memes of MA are rewarded to work together towards the better solutions. Some of the distinctive natures of SFLA in comparison with other traditional EAs are: self adaptive and self organized. It makes the SFLA works self-organized and increase the cooperation with other EAs. Hence, we motivated to introduce SFLA as CCSFL, hoping that CCSFLA can improves the searching and finding optimal solution from the high dimensional search space. F. CCSFLA for CWSS Pseudocode for CCSFLA procedure Begin; Generate random Population of P solutions (n frogs); For each individual n to P: calculate fitness (n); Sort the population P in descending order of their fitness; Divide P into m memeplexes; For each memeplex; Determine the best and worst frogs; Improve the worst frog by crossover and mutation with best frogs; Repeat for a specific number of iterations; Update the position of the best frog’s velocity; End; Combine the evolved memeplexes; Sort the population P in descending order of their fitness; Check if termination =true; End;
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Fig. 1 Procedure for CCSFLA



The application of CCSFLA hopes that, it can solve the problem of CWSS. The Fig.1 depicts the working principle of CCSFLA. The random population is generated from the virtual population and represents the set of “P” solutions. The individual solutions in the population are represented as “n”. For each “n” the fitness to be calculated. The fitness can be calculated based on the QoS factors. Sort the population P in descending order of their fitness and rank it as 1, 2, and 3….respectively. Then the entire population is divided into “m” memeplexes, each containing n frogs (i.e., P=m*n). Within each memeplex, the individuals with the best and the worst fitness are identified as Xb and Xw respectively by applying the fitness function. Also, the individual with the global best fitness is identified as Xg. The memeplex evolution is carried out by crossover and mutation of worst service with the best service to determine the global optimal service. Repeat the crossover for a specific number of iteration and update the service using velocity operator. After the evolution, the frogs are shuffled among the memeplexes in the following manner. For example the total number of memeplex is 3; from the sorted memeplex the number of best frogs from will goes first to the next memeplexes parallely (i.e.) rank 1 goes to memeplex1, rank 2 goes to memeplex2, rank 3 goes to memeplex 3, rank 4 goes to memeplex1 and so on. This shuffling process ensures that the frogs with the worst fitness can be improved to the best optimal position. III. COMPOSITE WEB SERVICE SELECTION PROBLEM Web service selection is the process of selecting the homogeneous and heterogeneous services at the runtime. A large number of applications are developed and utilized in a distributed environment. A single request from a consumer can be easily tackled by the service provider; In case of multiple requests with dissimilar expectations at the same time, the service provider has to meet the complex situation. Proper application of service selection based on QoS factors can gives more advantages in selecting the optimal service [19]. Then the intriguing problem rises in selecting the composite services. If multiple services provide the same functionality, then QoS evaluation can be used for composite selection. QoS for WSS can be defined as the set attributes which satisfy or improves the service in terms of response time, throughput, reliability, availability, accuracy, error rate, computational time, security, interoperability, maintainability, usability, flexibility etc.,[20] In evolutionary computing environment to solve the optimization the objective function is constructed based on the problem definition. The objective function can be evaluated by considering the various QoS factors. On a particular domain which contains “n” composite services and the services are represented as x1, x2, x3…..xn .The QoS factors considered for selecting the composite services are accuracy and availability, computational time, error rate and it is represented as Qi. The service selection mechanism has to find and locate the n number of composite services and the QoS factors to be satisfied.



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.



Total number of selected service-----------PN Global search ---------------------------------Gs Local search------------------------------------ Ls Global search time----------------------------GT Local search time-------------------------------Xt Maximum time taken for service selection-------------------------Xmax Best service------------------------------------Xb Worst Service-----------------------------------Xw



Fig. 2 Notations used for WSS using SFLA



The web service selection problem is carried out in two searches such as local and global search. 1. Local search Whenever the user request for a service, the selection mechanism finds the relevant services that satisfy the user requirements. In this paper the selection mechanism selects the relevant services from the initial services and then the most appropriate service can be obtained by following the global search. The QoS factors taken for Ls are accuracy and availability and it is defined as: Accuracy (xs): Accuracy of the service is measured in terms of minimal error rate. The accuracy can be calculated by dividing the total number of best service with the obtained best service. When the error rate is less then accuracy of the retrieved service is also high. Xs = SUM (Xb ) / (Xb - Xw))



--------(Eq.1)



Availability (xv): Availability can be calculated by the ratio of total number of services along with the best number of services are ready to be accessed whenever the request is given by the user. If the availability is high, then the effectiveness and accuracy of the services will also be high. Xv = PN / Xb ------------- (Eq. 2) 2. Global search If the QoS factors such as accuracy and availability are satisfied then service computational time and error rate are calculated. Both the QoS factors efficiently reduce the WSS problem. The QoS factors taken for Gs are computational time and error rate; it can be defined as follows: Computational time (Ct): The computational time can be calculated by average time taken between the global



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 02 Issue: 02, June 2011 search and local search. If the computational time is low, then it highly satisfying the QoS. Ct = GT - LT --------- (Eq.3) Error rate(Er): The error rate can be calculated by subtracting the total number of selected services from accurate services Er = PN –Xs --------- (Eq.4) The objective function is to maximize the quality of service and optimal selection of composite services n f(x) =max∑ (xi * Qi) ---------- (Eq. 5) i=1 Where f(x) is the objective fitness function to maximize the quality of the services (Qi) and xi represents composite services



Step 2: Fitness evaluation and Sorting- The local search is carried out by evaluating fitness for individual service. The fitness function can be calculated based on the quality of service such as accuracy and availability. The four constraints are assigned for the services so as to find the best and worst service. After fitness evaluation the services are sorted in descending order based on the following priority. 0-High priority 1-middle priority ---------Best service Xb



A. The proposed CCSFLA algorithm for CWSS Step 1: Selection of Random services- From the services set, select the random number of services; it is denoted as initial services and it can be represented as x1, x2, x3 …..xn. Divide them into various groups called service groups. The service group which may contains the similar and dissimilar functionalities.



2-Low Priority 3-Very low priority



-------Worst service Xw



The fitness can be calculated inorder to maximize the QoS attributes of the composite service. The high priority values “0” and “1” can be considered as the service with non-functional and functional attributes, it is referred as best service (Xb),which can provide the optimal and nearest service according to the user’s requirements. The “2” and “3” can be considered as the services with only functional and irrelevant attributes, it is referred as



B.Comparision of GA, ACO, PSO, MA, SFLA, CCSFLA



GA -Introduced by J.Holland in 1975, based on Darwinian Principle, “Survival of the fittest” -Services are represented as chromosomes -Initial services are called genes



ACO -Introduced by Marco Dorgio in 1992, based on ant behavior by using pheromone, it can find the shortest route.



PSO -Introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, based on social behavior of “Flock of migrating birds”



MA -Introduced by Moscato in 1989, based on Principle of “Survival of the fittest and more experienced”



SFLA -Introduced by Eusuff and Lansey in 2003,based on “Idea exchange between frogs”



CCSFLA -Co-evolutionary and cooperative approach by De Jong in 2004 and Michaewicz in 1996



-Services are represented as ants. -Initial services as called pheromone



-Services are represented as particle -Initial services are called swam



-Services are represented frogs



-Services are represented frogs



-Initial services are called memeplex



-Initial services are called memeplex



-Used to solve combinatorial optimization



Used to solve combinatorial optimization



-Used to solve combinatorial optimization



-Used to solve combinatorial optimization



-It can use the Simulated Annealing, Hill climbing for local search -It falls into local minima, in WSS -Crossover and mutation makes an efficient selection.



It uses pheromone trail for each iteration.



-Used to solve continues nonlinear optimization -It use only its particles for local and global search



-Services are represented as memes -Initial services are called genes -Used to solve combinatorial optimization -It is the extension of GA,it can use the same for local search



-It uses MA for global and PSO for local search



- It reduces the prematurity of GA in WSS -Crossover and mutation makes an efficient selection



-It reduces both prematurity and iteration time in WSS -Memetic evolution and shuffling makes an efficient selection



-It uses the combined operators of MA and PSO for crossover, ,mutation and velocity updating -It reduces both prematurity and iteration time in WSS -Memetic evolution mutation and crossover and velocity updation makes an selection



The iteration is similar to GA



-Iteration time is more in WSS



-Large amount of pheromone trail makes an efficient selection



-Swarm intelligence makes an efficient selection



Table I Comparison among traditional evolutionary algorithms with CCSFLA



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 02 Issue: 02, June 2011 worst service (Xw) which can provide the less QoS factor and decreases the performance in providing the optimal result. By applying the equation 1 & 2 the local QoS factors can be improves. Step 3: Memetic evolution- The limited number of iteration is carried out in local search, inorder to obtain an optimal result global exploration by considering the QoS factors such as computational time and error rate. The services which do not meet the client’s requirements can be improved by crossover and mutation operation. After obtaining the best service, the position of the best service velocity is updated. The worst service can be improved by doing crossover operation and the new service is created. NS = Xb * Xw -------------- (Eq. 5) The new service is mutated with worst service, inorder to provide the best service Xb = NS * Xw ------------------(Eq.6) Step 4: Shuffling- Combine the evolved group of services, Sort them based on the priority or fitness value. The global search continues for a certain number of iteration inorder to reach the optimal service. IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS In this section the non- constrained multimodal optimization test functions are used for evaluating the QoS factors of several of EAs such as GA, ACO, PSO, MA, SFLA, and CCSFLA. A function is said to be multimodal optimization test function, then it has two or more local optima’s. It is difficult to evaluate the function to find the optimal solution. From the maximum number of local optima finding the global optima is difficult process. The listed EAs are compared with the CCSFLA by applying the complex multimodal optimization test functions. The ten multimodal test functions to evaluate the performance are follows: A. Shubert function It is a cosine family function and it is 2D, multimodal, multidimensional and non -constrained optimization test function. It is very difficult to test and produce an optimal result for multidimensional problem. Dimensional values are given as D=2, CCSFLA generates very less number of local optima, which leads to reach the global best solutions. It can be observed that the services towards optimal solution and worst fitness are eliminated and best solutions are processed by crossover and mutation, and also best services are updated with velocity. The final value for Shubert function is found to be fitness (x1,-2, and 2) for the point (x2,-3, and 3). It is known that the optimal value of the function is zero for the point [0, 0] in x-y plane. F(x) =-



, x1,-2, 2},{x2 ,-3,3}



B. Rastrigin Function Rastrigin function was built from Sphere optimization test function by adding a modulator term. Its contour has a large number of local minima and its value increases with the distance to the global minima. It is highly multi-modal, separable and non-constrained test function. Dimensional value is given as D=2, CCSFLA generates very less number of local optima, which leads to reach the global best solutions. It can be observed that the services towards optimal solution and worst fitness are eliminated and best solutions are processed by crossover and mutation, and also best services are updated with velocity. The final value of Rastrigen is found to be the fitness (x1,-5, and 5) for the point (x2,-5, and 5). F(x)=10n+ C.



-10cos(2∏ )],{x1,-5,5},{x2,-,5},n=2.



Ackley function



Ackley function is generalized by Back as multi dimensional test function. It has an exponential term which bounds its surface with more number of local minima. This function has moderated complexity. To obtain good results for this function, efficiently combine the search strategy consists of exploratory and exploitative components. Dimensional value is given as D=3, CCSFLA generates very less number of local optima, which leads to reach the global best solutions. It can be observed that the services towards optimal solution and worst fitness are eliminated and best solutions are processed by crossover and mutation, and also best services are updated with velocity. The final value of Rastrigen is found to be the fitness (x1,-2, and3) for the point (n,-3, and 3).



F(x) =



D.



Shcwefel function



It is a non-constrained, separable, multimodal and multidimensional optimization test function. This function is organized of a large number of peaks and valleys. Dimensional value is given as D=3, CCSFLA generates very less number of local optima, which leads to reach the global best solutions. It can be observed that the services towards optimal solution and worst fitness are eliminated and best solutions are processed by crossover and mutation, and also best services are updated with velocity. The final value of Rastrigen is found to be the fitness (x,-100, and100) for the point (y,-100, and 100).



F(x)= E.



Langerman function:



It is a multimodal, unconstrained and nonseparable test function and the specialty of this function is working in2D and also in multidimensional aspects.



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 02 Issue: 02, June 2011 Dimensional value is given as D=2, CCSFLA generates very less number of local optima, which leads to reach the global best solutions. It can be observed that the services towards optimal solution and worst fitness are eliminated and best solutions are processed by crossover and mutation, and also best services are updated with velocity. The final value of Rastrigen is found to be the fitness (x1,-0.2, and0.2) for the point (x2,-0.2, and 0.2). F(x) =



MA and SFLA performs similarly, both reaches the same value. Comparing with the other evolutionary algorithms, CCSFLA perform better and it reaches the optimal value. Table IV Results of Optimization test function in 3D



Function Name



Initial Range



Shubert



[-2, 2]



Rastrigin



[-5,5]



Ackley



[-1.0, 1.0]



Shewefel



[-100, 100]



Langerman



[-1, 1]



3D-Graph



Table II CCSFLA definition and values for optimization of Shubert, Rastrigen, Ackley, Shewefel and Langerman



Definition



Symbol



Value



Total no. of Population



Tpop



1000



Problem dimension



Pdim



2



Maximum no. of iteration



Imax



100



Maximum no. of service set for composite service



Cmax



5 ≤ Cmax ≤6



Initial search space for selection



Isel



200



Mean value



µ



0.5 ≤ 2.5



Mean Value Function GA



ACO



PSO



MA



SFLA



CCSFLA



Shubert



0.57



0.28



0.48



0.73



0.11



1.12



Rastrigin



0.61



0.053



0.59



0.89



1.12



1.19



Ackley



0.161



0.087



0.63



0.95



1.16



1.27



Shewefel



0.232



0.079



0.69



1.23



1.25



1.325



Langerman



0.432



0.08



0.91



1.35



1.38



2.234



Table III Comparison results of mean value for GA, ACO, PSO, MA, SFLA and CCSFLA



Table 3 depicts that; the mean value is evaluated using the five multimodal optimization test function. The values show that the GA performs better than ACO, MA performs better than PSO; finally CCSFLA performs better than the other evolutionary algorithms. Table 4.depicts that, the output of multimodal optimization functions. The objective function for composite service selection is applied and the 3Dimensional results are generated. Fig3. Shows the comparison results of the GA, ACO, PSO, MA, and SFLA and with CCSFLA. The mean initial value and final value is defined as less than 2.5. The total number of iterations is 100. For each and every iteration the mean value is tested. The ACO performs low and it is slow process. GA and PSO performs better than ACO,



Fig. 3 Comparison of CCSFLA with GA, ACO, PSO, MA, SFLA, CCSFLA
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V. CONCLUSION The composite web service selection using Co-evolutionary Co-operative Shuffled algorithm gives optimal services based on the fitness value. The difficulties in selecting optimal service are reduced by applying an effective cooperation technique. The combination of MA and PSO works cooperatively towards the selection of best services from the high dimensional search space. The Evolutionary algorithms such as GA, ACO, PSO, MA, and SFLA are applied for web service selection; the complexities are eliminated by CCSFLA. The crossover and mutation operators of MA produces new services, those services are updated towards best optimal position using particle velocity operator of PSO. The MA is used as a part of CCSFLA algorithm to achieve the global search and it reduces the computational time. The local search is achieved through PSO. The five benchmark test functions are applied to test the results are highly multimodal, which are Shubert, Rastrigin, Shcwefel, Langerman and Ackley. By using these optimization test functions, the mean value for all algorithms are obtained, and the 3D graph is generated. It shows that the CCSFLA can be applied for any complex problems. Hence, the proposed CCSFLA can easily select the composite web services in a co-operative manner. REFERENCES [1] Xiao-Qin Fan,Xian-Wen Fang,Chang-Jun Jiang, Research on Web Service Selection based on cooperative evolution, An International journal on Expert Systems and Applications, vol.38, Issue.8, pp.9736-9743, 2011. [2] Ping Wang, Kuo-Ming Chao, Chi-Chun Lo, On optimal decision for QoS-aware composite service selection , An International Journal on Expert Systems with Applications, vol. 37 , pp. 440–449, 2009. [3] Vuong Xuan Tran, Hidekazu Tsuji, Ryosuk Masuda, A new QoS ontology and its QoS-based ranking algorithm for Web services, Journal on Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory, vol.17, pp.1378-1398, 2009. [4] Wenbin Wang, Qibo sun,Xinchao Zhao,Fangchum Yang, An improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm for QoS-aware Web Service Selection in Service Oriented Communication, International Journal on Computational Intelligence Systems,Suppl.1, 2010. [5] Chengwen Zhang, Sen Su, Junliang Chen, DiGA: Population diversity handling genetic algorithm for QoS-aware web services selection, Journal on Computer Communications, vol. 30, pp. 1082– 1090, 2007. [6] Cheng- San Yang, Li-Yeh Chuang, Chao-Hsuan Ke, Cheng-Hong Yang, A Combination of Shuffled Frog-Leaping Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm for Gene Selection, Journal on Advanced Computational Intelligence and Intelligent Informatics, vol.12, No.3, pp.218-226, 2008. [7] HU Chun-hua, CHEN Xiao-hong, LIANG Xi-ming, Dynamic services selection algorithm in Web services composition supporting cross-enterprises collaboration, Journal on Central South University and Technology, Springer, vol.16, pp. 43–53, 2009. [8] Xiao Zheng, Jun-Zhou Luo, Ai-Bo Song, Ant Colony System Based Algorithm for QoS-Aware Web Service Selection. pp. 39-50. [9] Jen-Hsiang Chen, Kuo-Ming Chao and Nick, Combining Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Automated Negotiations. Springer Science+ Business Media, Netherlands, vol.7, pp.391-404, 2005. [10] Poonam Garg, A comparison between Memetic algorithm and Genetic algorithm for cryptanalysis of simplified Data Encryption standard algorithm, International Journal of Network security and its applications, vol.1, No.1, pp.34-42, 2009. [11] Emad Elbeltagi, Tarek Hegazy, Donald Grierson, “Comparison among five evolutionary based optimization algorithms” Journal on Advanced Engineering Infomatics,Elsevier,vol.19,pp.43-53, 2005.
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